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Abstract
Rational psychology is the conceptual investigation of psychology by
means of the most fit mathematical concepts Several practical benefits
should accrue from its recognition

lowing briefly explains the idea of rational psychology, places
it among its associated fields, and indicates some of its likely
benefits.
Rational

SOME

PROBLEMS

closely

associated

with

ficial intelligence and cognitive science seem unduly neglected
in light of the possible benefits of their investigation.
Thcsc
are the problems of investigating
theories and techniques
of natural and artificial
psychologies by means of t,he most
fit mathematical
concepts. The term “rational psychology”
labels this investigation.
Rational
psychology
should not,
be confused with logic-based presentations
of artificial intelligence.
While investigations
based on mathematical
logic
are relatively
familiar and certainly
useful, using only that
portion of mathematics
to characterize
psychologies presupposes that psychological
questions are fundamentally
logical.
That presupposition
is not, ncccssary for the development of
an exact science of mind. To urge the broader view, the fol@ Copyright
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Hat,ional psychology is a part of mathematics,
the conceptual investigation
of psychology.
“Rational”
here illdicates psychological
investigations
based on reason alone,
rather than on experiment,,
engineering,
or computation,
the rational analysis of the concepts and thcorics whose ap
plicability
and feasibility
are studied in exprrimcntal,
cngineering, and computational
projects
Rational psychology
is not the study of rational agents, but inst,ead t,he mathematical approach to the problems of agents and t,heir actions,
whether these agents and actions are thcmsclves
thought
rat,ional or irrational.
The name stems from the rational
mechanics of Newton, and is merely adaptation
to t,he realm
of mental philosophy
of the principles,
aims, and methods
found in his natural philosophy (Truesdell 1958) Although I
contrast rational psychology with other disciplines, (<he term
This paper ahhreviatBes t.ha earlier version of Doyle (1983) I thank
.Joseph Schatz, Johan dc Klcel, Gerald Sussman, .Jaimc Carhoncll, hllcn
Newell, Merrick Furst, Raymond Rcitcr, John MacNcrnty, and Rol~rL
Laddaga for several discussions
J have horn owed heavily 1’1orn lhe
writings of ClXord Truesdell Compare also Hartmanis (1981), Minsky
(1962), and Nilsson (1980)

is not meant to exclude others but to highlight
a common
project) occurring in specialized and isolated manifestations.
It is not meant merely to agglomerate
numerous disciplines,
nor t,o prcvcnt specialization.
The aim is instead to reset
the common foundations
of mental fields to make the unity
apparent mathematically
while aiding the prosecution
and
communication
of spccializcd inquiries.
This enterprise involves a different conception of what
is meant, by “mind,”
“mental,”
and “psychology”
than that
In the followcommon in the existing mental sciences.
ing, a psychology is merely a specification
of the structure
and behavior of some agent, and a mind is the realization of a psychology
in an agent.
I decouple these terms
from any connotation
of human minds or actual physical
realizability,
admitting
as “possible minds” agents including vending machines and logically omniscient intelligences.
These conceptions are developed at length in Doyle (1982a)
The aim of rational psychology is understanding,
just as
in any other branch of mathematics.
Where much of what, is
label14 “mathematical
psychology”
consists of microscopic
mat,hematical
problems
arising in the non-mathematical
prosecut,ion of human psychology,
or in the exposition
of
informal
theories with invented
symbols substituting
for
equally precise words, rational psychology seeks to understand the structure
of psychological
concepts and theories
by means of the most, fit, mathematical
concepts and st,rict
proof>, by suspiciously
analyzing
the informally
developed
not,ions to rcvcal their csscncr and structure, t,o a.llow debate
on their interpretation
to he phrased precisely, with consequences of choices seen mathematically
The aim is not
simply t,o further informal psychology, but, to understand it
instead, not necessarily to solve problems as stated, but to
see if they arc proper problems at all by investigating
t,heir
formulations.
This aim entails classifying
sorts of agents and actions, classifying
all possible minds, so that the detailed
properties of an agent, may be predicted from its fundamental classifications.
Just as group theory seeks to classify the
set, of all groups in terms of their isomorphism
classes and
their relations
to other mathematical
structures,
rational
psychology
seeks to classify the set of all possible minds
In either enand their relations t,o possible environments
deavor, a complete classification
allows selection of standard
representatives
from each isomorphism
class, representatives
chosen to maximally
facilitate their presentation
and discussion. Put another way, rational
psychology is one of the
aiming Lo classify possibilities
“sciences of t,hc artificial,”
rather than to identify actualities.
Classification
can proceed
without metaphysical
doctrine, and as Courant and Robbins
observe, some of the greatest achievements
in physics have
come as rewards for courageous adherence to the principle
One must, have a
of eliminating
superfluous
metaphysics
metaphysics,
but it can be chosen, as well as inherited.
The method of rational psychology
is to describe and
study mental organizations
and phenomena
by the most.
fit mathematical
co~~cept,s This does not mean pursuit, of

the mathematical
tools for their own sake, nor forced application of pet mathematical
abstractions,
but simply the
use of a precise language instead of vague formulations,
and the borrowing of what,ever analyses the current mathematics provides.
The standards directing the investigation
are those of mental importance rather than difficulty of proof
or abstruseness or mathematical
importance
of the mathematical tools employed. If a result is not psychologically
crucial, the difficulty
of its proof does not lend it importa.nce,
and neither does the use of mathematical
esot,erica.
But
if analytic function theory captures the properties of some
interesting
agent more clearly than simple number theory,
then it should not be shunned simply because of its rclativcly
advanced position in mathematics
curricula.
The method of rational psychology follows that of the
mathematical
study of mathematical
concepts. One phrases
subjects of investigation
and specialized theories as sets of
axioms about the constitution
of agents
These are called
“constitutive
assumptions”
in modern rational
mechanics.
Rational psychology takes psychologies as givens for analysis,
classification,
prediction,
and reformulation,
rather than as
mysterious
qualities of agents to bc discovered by experiment, computation,
or philosophical
speculation.
These sets
of constitutive
assumptions
can be formulated
and studied
for many external purposes: as ideals against, which actual or
constructed
agent,s may be compared; as theories of actual
or desired agents in special circumst,ances; as special aspects
of actual or desired agents; and as approximations
to t,hc
properties of actual or desired agents. Clean theories of special cases may “leave things out,” but they so trade restricted
range of applicability
for enhanced accuracy within their
domain of interest.

Comparison
Instead of giving a detailed sampling of important
contributions
to rat,ional psychology,
which would make this
a long textbook
rather than a brief notice, I list some of
the areas I would include as contributions.
Only a tiny
fraction
of this work has occurred within
artificial
intelligence, and rightly so, for artificial
intelligence
is only one
of the newest of the fields of mental philosophy.
Prominent,
among the areas with which the (ideal) student, of rational
psychology
should bc acquainted
arc (1) the sciences of
rationality
and rational agents, namely mathematical
logic,
metamathematics,
and parts of mathematical
economics
(especially decision theory, game theory, utilit,y theory, equilibrium
theory, and social choice theory); (2) the sciences
of mental representation
and realizability,
namely informat,ion theory, mathematical
linguistics
(both syntactical
investigations
and semantical
studies), and the mathematical theory of comput,ation;
and (3) the sciences of mental
ecology, for instance cybernetics
and the new mathematical theories of perception.
To these substantial
theories,
artificial intelligence contributes
only a few smaller topics at
present,, such as the theory of perceptrons, search theory, and
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t,hcories of reasoned assumptions
(see Doyle 1982b). These
topics are still at the beginnings of their development
and
of rational
int,egrat,ion with other areas. As a non-example
ps~~chology I oflcr the theory of mcasuremcnt.
This theory
appears prominently
in tcxt,s on mathematical
psychology,
hut is really no more relevant to psychology than to physics
or demography
It supplies analysis of methodological
qucstions and experimental
procedure, but, has little bearing on
the natSure of mental or physical entities.
This does not,
rcflcct badly on t,he theory of measurement,
any more than
t,lie irrclcvance
of ceramics to psychology reflects badly on
ceramics.
I build on this non-example
of rational psychology
to
make the principal
aims and met,hods of rational psychology clearer by contrasting
them with t,he principal
aims
These brief characterizaand methods of related fields
tions are all somewhat unjust, for fields are populaled
by
people with mixed interests; but. they serve neverthclcss t,o
To begin: t,he modern disillustrate
different, emphases
cipline of Psychology
is the experimental
investigation
of
human psychologies, with st,udics of ot,her animals as paths
to humans.
Humans and experiment
form the focus of
Psychology,
rather than all possible minds and malhematical analysis
The philosophy
of mind, while employing
conceptual
(but typically
not mathematical)
analysis, also
focusscs on humans almost, exclusively
In economics, where
mathematical
analysis has become standard, the focus is on
rational
agents, individual
and collrctive,
rat,her than on
Similarly,
logic and metamathematics
agents in general.
look t,o rationality,
not general psychologies
C:homskyan
linguistics
is explicitly
orient,cd towa.rd the human mind,
The ncuroscicnces
are
via Lhe mechanism
of language
similarly
both human- and mechanism-oriented
Cognitive
science, to the extent, that, it, admits a consensus, is an amalgamation
of the human-oriented
fields and artificial
intelligence
Artificial
intclligcnce
itself, which from its name
might seem the natural companion
to the aims of rational
psychology, is qllite fragmented
in aims, but almost nnivcrsally oriented
toward recursive
realizability
of agents in
Its subEeld of cognitive simulamodern digital computers
Con is explicitly
human-oriented,
and its subfields of formal reasoning, automated
deduction,
and “theorem proving” arc all oriented t.owards issues of rationa1it.y rather than
psychologics in general. “Reasoning”
means deduction to almost, all involved
The focus of the field on gaining insight
from computational
experience is valuable, for exact analysis
always has current limits, but few pursue any exact, analysis
at> all
Benefits
Rational psychology offers a number of pract,ical benefits
The first of these is that of formal,
precise statements
of artificial
int,clligcnce problems, theories, and techniques.
Formal specifications
of program intmt and proofs of program correctness are well-known
in computer science These
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concepts, t,hough hardly a panacea, now allow concise and
correct description
of systems whose ~~~ltlerst,:~lltlit~g prcviously required apprcrlt,ic:eship and experience
‘I’hcsr cxnc*t,
formulations
permit variations
in problem and solution t,o
bc st,udietl as technical qucst,ions rather than as banners in
battles between methodologies
and world-views.
Mathemat,ical formulation
of concepts has hardly been prominent
in
artificial
intelligcncc,
with good reason For thr most part.,
complete ignorance prevails about, the> appropriate
riiatlit~matical structures
t,o elnploy in formulating
psychological
notions, and there is every reason to suspect that many
new ma,thcmatical
notions must yet be invented in ortIc
t,o develop current informal psychological
theories in precise
terms
To draw a parallel, no matter how nn~ch one hoped
to assign meanings to computer
programs and their cornponents, all early at.tcmpt,s to do so foundered on the reflcxivr
nat,urc of the domain of all comput~ablc funct,ions, so t,hat
every proposal
prior to Srott,‘s discovery
of appropriat,c
models was cit,hcr obviously
inadequate
or of s11c11complexity as to he of doubtful correctness.
IJnfort,unat,ely,
fog
most of artificial
intelligence,
suitable mathematical
tools
are similarly
undiscovered,
so no matter what their st,andards when discussing comput,er science, many researchers
find that, doing artificial intelligence requires abandoning thr
usual crutches of confidence for wild and woolly adventures
in intellectual
hinterlands
Some never return t,o t,ell theil
tales, and some return speaking in t,ongues to the rue and
mut,terings of the stick-at-homes.
Formal specifications
may
not be an immediate path to bcnrfit,s, for tliscovcry of t,hc appropriate concepts doubtless requires much toil. 13ut someday, it must be done.
The second benefit, rational psychology oilers, even to the
hard-core hacker, is savings in time and resources. Mat,hematics can be viewed as t,he science of avoiding unnccessary calculation,
and rational ps,ycliology can be used as a
way of avoiding some labors of programming
and comput,atioli.
It is commonplace
in artificial
intelligence
research
l,hat systems arc developed at costs of man-years and WITmonths, and when finished, their authors discover trivial
examples of fundamental
inadequacies
and seemingly 111imotivated
limitations
of abilities that, to remedy wollld require the efrort all over again. One carmot hope to discover all
dificulties
with a pet idea through thought alone, nor hope
t,o avoid all miconscious
intellectual
blinders, but, cultural
practice in artificial intelligence calls for implementing
ideas
as sufficient, mcans to “understanding”
them. Often some inadequacies and tacit limitations
come to light, in this process,
hut, diluted by months or years of wondering where the next
CONS is coming from. Consider inst8exd a cull,ural imperat,ivr which called for three weeks of pure critical (even adversary) thought and strict abstinence from conlputers prior to
beginning any important
ilrlplelrlellt:ttio11
c&t.
The prob
lcms of artificial
intelligence
wol~ld not become any easier,
but progress might. be faster, since one might, trade a week
of analysis for a year of wasted programming.
Socrates
might, well have said “The unexamined idea is not worth pro-

and
had t.he Athenians personal comput,crs with
gramming,”
LISP-cont,rolled
graphics they might. well have sentenced him
a11.ywa.y There is great, contrast between the pleasures of
programming
and t,he tedium of analysis, between the challenge of the myst,erious bug and the death of a beautiful
hypothesis at the hands of an ugly fact
Rational
psychology
also offers improved
communicatiolls
The frequency of reinvention
of ideas in artificial
intelligence is legendary.
While it is unreasonable
to expect
(and undesirable
to at,tempt) t,o make reinventions
rare occurrences, artificial
intelligence
clearly seems extravagant,
It is not alone in this. Tl lcre is the old joke in compute1
science about the result, that was lost because it, was only
published four times I3ut, even the magnitude of the problem
is unclear
Not only do researchtrs lack deep understanding
of their 0~11 proposals, but they usually cannot understand
those of others either. This incomprehension
is not due to
t,erms on which
stupidit,y,
but to the vague, metaphorical
the field relies in the absence of precise, formal vocabularies
for presenting Uicories. In mathematics,
physics, and many
oI,her sciences, papers, if properly written,
define concepts
in t.crms of the accept,ed vocabulary,
state claims or discoveries, and t,hcn leave comprehension
up to the intelligence
and motivation
of the reader. In artificial
intelligence,
even
conscientiously
written papers can be unintelligible
no mattcr how cwpahlc and motivated
the reader, for much of the
accepted vocabulary
is about as precise as that of poet,ry,
and about, as substant,ivc as t,hat of advertising
copy If we
had adequat,e mathematical
concepts, if we had conventions
for clear, exact statements of problems
-- two large ifs then we could hope for reduced reinvention,
more rapid communication,
comparison,
and reproduction
of ideas, and a
t,rue chance to build on the work of others: things all taken
for granted in other fields

science, and more easily understood
and encouraged when
For example,
questions about imexplicit,ly
recognized
plementation
st.atus or experiment,al verificat,ion of thcorics
are legitimate
questions for artificial
int,elligencc and cognitive science, but not, for rational psychology, even thollgh the
As with chemistry
same theories may be under discussion
and cookcry, mere recipes for constructing
machinrs
and
And
men do not guarantee
Imderstanding
the product’
for rational
psychology,
the main question is whct,her the
theories have been adequately understood.
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Conclusion

A mathematical,
analytic::tl enterprise like rational psychology is not for everyone
Indeed, rational psychology feeds
011 int.uit.ions gain4
only through experience, so it, makes
no more sense for everyone to abandon the usual efforts
of artificial
intelligence
and cognitive
science than for all
physicists to forsake experiment
and experience in favor of
rational mechanics
On t,he ot,her hand, rational psychology need not, be purely parasitic, for its pursuit may someday xdvance t.he construction
of thinking
machines, much
as aerodynamics
has advanced the construction
of flying
Hut these practical
benefits cannot, be realmachines
ized wit,hout effort. At Icast, some people must st,ray from
1he usual investigations
of artificial
int,elligenc:e and cognitivc science, and their work must be judged by the aims
and methods of rational psychology inst,ead of by those of
I would 11ot
artificial
intelligence
and cognitive
science.
bot,her to invent, the label “rational
psychology”
for these
aims and mrthods, except, that they are somewhat different
front the usual ones of’ artificial
intelligence
and cognitive
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